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Abstract 

In this contemporary world female crime rate is going to peak of mountain. Feminine 

delinquency is the most significance unavoidable causality in the telecommunication and also 

in the cerebral conversation of concurrent pedantic field of behavioural sociology, criminology, 

archaeology and also in human psychology. Most of the theories imperil that crime rate in 

female not only rise upstanding due to alternation in women nature but also due to increase in 

misdemeanour rate in women. In bourgeois societies the evading nature of women’s position 

actuate women more to engage in assault and estate crimes. The main purpose of the study is 

to rectify the vast range of theories in feminine criminality like masculinising, opportunity, 

marginalization, and chivalry. 

• Many researchers created the dilemma, in this ambiance, was that about, 

solicitous with thoughts and ideas with gender and disturbance in their 

compartments. Masculinity studies which was sharply defined some new 

explosions as culture about body building murders and violence at public and 

private level. The researcher checks the eligibility and legitimacy of feminine 

criminality perception by spreading light on criminal actions. The dissection of 

male sexuality and relation with conceptualizing statements are less then the 

passable or middling. 

• The main aim of the study is to go deeply (at ground level) and to find out 

empirical affirmation and theoretical interrogation at large scale concluded. 

Man, and violence has a great mutual bonding as man charge with murder and 

assault. Data collected for research mainly collected from secondary data like, 

magazine, newspaper, book, article(published), journals, government’s research 

reports and documents. From the above mention theories marginalization is the 

theory which plays a vital role in evaluation of feminine criminality in under 

developing countries. On the other dimension, theories of masculinity and 

opportunity are applicable when we use to evaluate feminine criminality in 

developed countries. To understand the complexity, the notion about 

masculinity is important contested concept, and exist in everyday human 

interaction. 
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Abstract 

Pseudo - Men Has Got the Devil In Him. 

The aim of this paper is to highlight the pseudo of society about men rather than criticizing on 

the contemporary status of today’s women rights. It’s an irony of our society that women are 

the only victims throughout the being of globe. Men like women are also discriminated in 

contradiction of in various fragments of life. The rights of women are so dragged out, so the 

verdicts of men are abandoned. As a moral agent, this paper is inscribed about rights of men as 

masculinity discrimination. The researcher is about to highlight the plight of men in our today’s 

society. In order that women have sensations, men also have sentiment and we must take 

attention on men emotions because gender discrimination happens to manhood too. By using 

thematically analysis and case study method in consideration. Labelling theory will support 

this perspective throughout the research. The aim is to work towards eliminating our public 

from gender discrimination. There is not anything a female can’t attain that a kinsman can, and 

it goes other ways all over the place too. Prejudice sufferings every man jack. 
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Abstract: 

Pakistan considered to be the largest Muslim country in the world. According to Islam there 

must be equal rights for everyone. Though transgender may have the right in vote casting and 

education now, but it is observed that still transgender has no equal rights in the contemporary 

world. In past, it is observed that NGO’s have partially worked on transgender rights yet need 

to work on the principle of equity. It is noted that transgender is neglected almost in every 

aspect of life like Job, Education and Health etc. That’s why they are totally alone in this world. 

Even their families are not ready to accept them. They are abused sexually, mentally, 

physically, emotionally. They have the heart like us then why they are not treated like us. They 

must be treated like a common man. Transgender problem is not discussed extensively. The 

aim of this paper is to revise the knowledge of society in context of rights of transgender. 
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Abstract 

Marriage is an extremely wonderful and sacred connection that ties a man and lady in a 

significant connection. It is legitimate and sacred obligation of a couple. Marriage has different 

sorts i.e. marriage in rank and between standing marriage. In which couples are from various 

positions, might be one of the couple from low standard class. Marriage in station or inside a 

similar rank implies that couple has a place with comparative position. In our public three 

fundamental segments are viewed as unrivaled that are thrown, race and customs. In Pakistan 

because of inflexible station framework entomb rank relational unions are viewed as mediocre. 

Talking about bury standing relational unions and might be entomb religious marriage 

individuals had seen that relational unions can just practice with a similar position when 

humans are made free, at that point nobody can disperse them into various station and custom. 

In any case, this is seen entomb position relational unions are advanced in urban communities 

than rustic ranges. 

Key Elements: Caste, Pakistan, marriage, inter-caste marriages. 
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Abstract 

Sexual Harassment is harassment or coercion of a sexual nature or inappropriate promise of 

reward in exchange for sexual favours. An unwelcome sexual advance is sexual harassment. 

Sexual harassment is just a ponder or degradation attitude towards other. Sexual harassment 

done by many categories e.g.  by men, women, peers, head of organization and servants. Most 

sexual harassment can be concluded three pigeonholes like verbal, written, and physical. It 

generates many issues like complexity, mental problem and even sometimes it destroys a 

person’s life like if someone rapped a girl a forcefully, the girl stigmatized even she is not do 

this willingly. It totally disorganizes a society’s structure. Sexual Harassment can be observed 

in almost every aspect of life in hugging kissing. If it will not stop then it may destroy a city, a 

country and one day the whole word that’s why there must be rules and regulations for that. To 

touch any one just for the sake of others to view sexual or any other sexual activity. We must 

have to understand sexual harassment to take out if from the root. This study is little step to 

know about what is sexual harassment this may be consider as an elusive, problematic and 

highly personal. 

Key Elements: Sexual Harassment, stigmatized, issues, unwillingly. 
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Abstract 

Numerous researchers have concentrated on the negative impacts of parental conflicts. In this 

article, analysts will concentrate on the hopeful and the cynical impacts of parental conflicts 

on kids' social life. These contentions might be advantageous or might be not for youngsters' 

prosperity. Youngsters might be mentally discouraged in view of these conflicts. Parental 

conflicts are that thing which ceaselessly impacts the kids' social life and their behaviour. 

Parental conflicts are represented as a tirelessness from exceptionally unfortunate to extremely 

favourable behaviours. The impacts of parental conflict are assessed through the Children's 

passionate practices and their responses which might be hopeful or might be cynical. All the 

past and refresh inquires about have requirement for a brief and intelligent comprehension of 

this similarity. 
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